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What  is  really  behind  the  deep-state  infighting  over  the  U.S.  elections  and  the  “wire
tapping”  of  the  Trump campaign?  Why was the CIA-Neocon axis  vehemently  lobbying
against Trump? What foreign interests and what money is involved in this? Answers to these
questions are now emerging.

The former director of the CIA under Clinton, James Woolsey, went to the Wall Street Journal
and offered some information (likely some true and some false) on the retired General Flynn
and the lobbying businesses he was involved in. Woolsey is an arch-neoconservative. He
had  worked  on  the  transition  team  of  Trump  but  got  fired  over  “growing  tensions  over
Trump’s vision for intelligence agencies.” Flynn is the former National Security Advisor of
Trump  who  later  also  got  fired.  Woolsey  was  a  board  member  of  Flynn’s  former  lobbying
company FIG.

Woolsey claims: In September 2016 he took part in a meeting between Flynn and high level
Turkish officials,  including the Turkish foreign minister  and the energy minister  who is  the
son of the Turkish president Erdogan. During the meeting, Woolsey claims, a brainstorming
took place over how the Turkish cult  leader Fethullah Gülen could -probably by illegal
means- be removed from the U.S. and handed over to Turkey.

Gülen  is  accused  by  the  Erdogan  mafia  of  initiating  a  coup  attempt  against  it.  The  U.S.
claims  officially  that  there  is  no  evidence  for  such  an  accusation  and  that  Gülen  can
therefore not be rendered to Turkey. Gülen is an old CIA asset that helped the U.S. deep
state to control Turkey.  Erdogan divorced from the Gülen organization after it became
useless for his neo-Ottoman project.

Here is  the WSJ  report  on the Woolsey claims and a video clip  with parts  of  his  WSJ
interview. Woolsey also went on CNN where he repeated his WSJ story.

Flynn was accused by the anti-Trump campaign to have worked for Russia. He had taken
several $10,000 for speeches he gave in Moscow. He also, at times, had argued for better
U.S. relations with Russia. But Flynn’s pro-Russia stand was probably honest. (Or the bribes
involved were just smaller than the ones paid by others.) The money he got on the speaker
circus was rather small for a man in his position.

Flynn’s  real  corruption  was  on  another  issue.  After  having  been  fired  from  the  Trump
administration, Flynn retroactively filed under the Foreign Agent Registration Act (FARA). His
lobbying  firm  had  a  contract  over  $530,000  to  work  for  a  company  near  to  the  Turkish
president  Erdogan:
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In its filing, Mr. Flynn’s firm said its work from August to November “could be
construed to have principally benefited the Republic of Turkey.” The filing said
his  firm’s  fee,  $530,000,  wasn’t  paid  by  the  government  but  by  Inovo  BV,  a
Dutch firm owned by a Turkish businessman, Ekim Alptekin.

This lobbying,  not the alleged Flynn-Putin relation,  is  the real  scandal  and part  of  the
Trump/CIA/Clinton deep-state in-fighting.

The  meeting  Woolsey  described  was  under  the  “Turkish”  Flynn  contract.  The  Turkish
business man, and owner of Inovo, Ekim Alptekin is a member of the Erdogan gang. But
hidden at the very end of the WSJ story is the real key to understand the shady network:

Inovo hired Mr. Flynn on behalf of an Israeli company seeking to export natural
gas to Turkey, the filing said, and Mr. Alptekin wanted information on the U.S.-
Turkey  political  climate  to  advise  the  gas  company  about  its  Turkish
investments.

It was the Israeli gas company, not the Alptekin outlet, that drove the issue.

The Leviathan (and Tamar) gas fields in the Mediterranean along the Israeli coast are a huge
energy  and  profit  resource  IF  the  gas  from  them  can  be  exported  to  Europe.  Several
companies are involved in the exploration and all are looking for ways to connect the fields
to the European gas network. There are (likely true) rumors that huge bribes have been paid
in Israel, Jordan and elsewhere to win exploration contracts and to sell the gas. Negotiations
between  Israel  and  Turkey  over  the  pipeline  have  been  on  and  off.  They  depend  on  a
positive climate towards Israel in the Turkish government which again depends on the often
changing political position of the Erdogan gang.

The picture evolving here (lots of sleuthing and sources) is this:

An Israeli company (or whoever is behind it) wants a gas pipeline to Turkey. It
hires  Flynn  and  Alptekin  to  arrange  a  positive  climate  for  the  Leviathan
pipeline within the Turkish government. It offers Flynn more than half a million
for  a  little  (4-month  long)  influence  work.  His  job  is  to  create  a  “friendly
atmosphere”  for  the  deal  by  using  his  influence  in  the  U.S.  to  accommodate
Erdogan. A major point that is expected from Flynn is to arrange the handover
of Gülen, by whatever means, from the U.S. to Erdogan.

After accepting the (lobbying) bribe Flynn-the-whore suddenly changes his former anti-
Turkish, pro-Russian, pro-Kurdish political position into a pro-Turkish, neutral-Russian and
anti-Kurdish  one.  (His  lobbying  firm  also  makes  some  smaller  payments  related  to  the
Clinton email-server scandal. This may be related to links between the Clinton family and
the Gülen school empire.) He has a meeting with the Turkish government/Erdogan officials
part of which is a discussion of a removal of Gülen to Turkey. He pens a pro Erdogan anti-
Gülen op-ed which is published on the day of the election and he denigrates the Pentagon
plan to work with the Kurds in Syria.

The NSA, CIA and the FBI are listening to Flynn’s conversations with Turkish and Israeli
interests.  (For  the  old  and  long  history  of  such  “wiretapping”  of  Turkish  and  Israeli
connections  and  various  dirty  and  criminal  deals  they  revealed  read  and  ask  Sibel
Edmonds.)
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The projects which Flynn is involved in, especially removing Gülen, are against the long term
interests of the (neoconservative-driven) CIA. Selected tapes of his talks are transcribed and
distributed within the anti-Trump campaign. This is the origin of the “wiretapping” of the
Trump  Tower  the  U.S.  president  lamented  about.  The  stuff  the  CIA  dug  up  about  Flynn’s
dealing was and is used against Trump.

Woolsey is  caught up in  this  as he also worked for  Flynn’s  lobbying firm. (His  neocon-pro-
Zionist history suggests that he is the senior Israeli watchdog over Flynn in all this.) He is
now engaged in damage control and is “coming clean” and selectively leaking his anti-Flynn
stuff to exculpate himself. (There is probably also some new, better deal involved that will
pay off from him.)

The Israeli-Turkish pipeline and the related deep-state fight are not the only issue involved
in the campaign against Trump. There are also British interests and British intelligence
involvement especially with the accusations against Russia of “hacking” of the DNC. If and
how these fit in with above has not yet been revealed.
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